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A Forgotten Chapter:

The United States Postal Note
By NICHOLAS BRUYER

SPMC No. 3448

(Continued from PAPER MONEY No. 48, Page 178)

THE SECOND ISSUE NOTE

Defects in the First Issue

Plate 11. First Issue note with dated stamp of issuing office absent. (Photo : William R. Devine)

HE U. S. postal Note, as originally planned and
issued, suffered from more, and more serious, dif-
ficulties than hinted at by the Postmaster General

in his report. There were defects in the design. The
postmark of the issuing office was often illegible because
of the heavy engraving behind it, as in Plate 9, or some-
times missing altogether through the carelessness of the
postmaster, as in Plate 11. Of course, these identical
problems occurred also when the note was handed in to
be paid. The ornate engraving also interfered with the
legibility of the body of the note. Instructions for the
purchaser, especially those on the reverse of the note,
were excessively complicated and confusing.

There already were some complaints by the public about
the security of the note and the tight restrictions govern-
ing its payment. Plates 12 and 13 are of a U. S. postal
card, UX7, dated 8/30/84, used by the Northwestern
Masonic Aid Association of Chicago, Ill. These cards
were apparently sent out as receipts for monies sent to
the association. The reverse top of the card warns its
recipient: "Do NOT use Postal Notes, they are Unsafe,
Not Bankable and a nuisance." This refers to the fact
that the postal note was payable to bearer, not payable
through banks, and could only be cashed at the money
order office designated by the purchaser on the face of
the note. This postal card was originally printed up
for the association in 1883, the year the postal note was
first placed into circulation.

New Design Features

In cooperation with the Homer Lee Co., the Post Office
sought to improve the design of the note, from both the

artistic and practical perspectives. The preliminary
result of this cooperative modification is shown here in
Plate 14. This is an experimental proof impression, with
no reverse, and is probably unique. Compare this experi-
mental note with its offspring, the note that was derived
from it and finally approved from circulation, Plate 15.
Generally, this new design of note differs from the First
Issue note by the points that are emphasized as important
to the security of the note and to the public. The trial
proof (Plate 14) is totally devoid of background engrav-
ing in the body of the note, the most obvious deviation
from the notes of the First Issue. However, notice that
the new note as approved for circulation (Plate 15) does
have some background engraving, at the top in the area
reserved for the serial number and the name of the
issuing office.

A completely new feature of this new type note is the
dollar coupons at its left. This space was formerly
occupied by columns to be punched out for the month
and year of issue of the note, but this is completely
eliminated on the new, Second Issue note. These coupons
are to be detached in accordance with the amount for
which the note is issued: If the postal note is issued for
under a dollar, no coupons will be left attached to the
note when it is given to the purchaser; if the note is
made out for more than one, but less than two dollars,
then only the portion of the coupon stating "ONE
DOLLAR" will be attached to the note as issued. For
this reason an entire Second Issue postal note has rarely,
if ever, been seen by those few interested in them, as
there are very few specimens still surviving with all
coupons attached.
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Plate 12. Obverse, U. S. postal card, UX7. (Courtesy Gilbert L. Peakes)
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Plate 13. Reverse of postal card issued by the Northwestern Masonic Aid Association.
Notice warning about postal notes at top of card.

Another improvement appearing in this Second Issue
note is the cancellation star in the box at right, bottom,
below the Liberty vignette, which has now been placed
in a shield. The box instructs the paying postmaster
that he must "Punch out this star cancelling this note."
On the earlier notes of the First Issue, the only evidence
on it indicating that it had been paid was the postmark
of the paying office. As mentioned earlier, this cancel-
lation was sometimes faded severely or missing altogether.
I suspect that the reason for the introduction of a can-
cellation star was purely for security; perhaps some
unscrupulous individuals had obtained some previously
paid (and thus cancelled) postal notes, removed what
there was of the cancelling stamp of the paying office,
and then simply re-redeemed them. Now a punched can-
cellation, clearly visible on both sides of the note, solved
the problem.

The language of the conditions under which these notes
were issued was also improved in the Second Issue note.
Formerly stating that "After once having been paid this
Postal Note, by whomsoever presented, the United States
will not be liable for any further claim," the Second
Issue postal note made it perfectly clear that "This note
once paid, by whomsoever presented, will be worthless
in the hands of any subsequent holder." It seems unmis-
takable from this language and other modifications made
in the security of the note that some First Issue notes
had been fraudulently "recycled."

The cancellation spaces for stamps of the issuing and
paying offices were not eliminated from the Second Issue
note. Instead they were moved to the reverse of the
note, as shown in Plate 16. The areas for the cancel-
lations are blank, thus enhancing the visibility of the
postmarks.

The obverse and reverse of the Second Issue postal note,
properly filled out, punched and stamped, are seen in
Plates 17 and 18. The obverse is now printed in black,
with serial number red and place of issue blue. Unlike
the First Issue note, this issue is printed using only
one plate for both the background security engraving
and also the instructions, designations, etc. This saved
money and time involved in using two plates and also
solved the problem of correctly aligning the two plates.
The reverse is again printed in blue.

Up to this point only the differences between the First
and Second Issues have been emphasized. We should
not neglect the fact that there are points common to both
issues, and to all issues of U. S. postal notes in general.
Both the First and Second Issues have the same Liberty
vignette, although that of the Second Issue has a shield
placed about her. Both issues retain the columns for
punching in the amount for which the note is to be
issued, and both still require the issuing and paying
postmasters to stamp cancel the notes, although the
Second Issue has moved this operation to the reverse,
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Plate 14. Trial proof impression of design for the Second Issue postal note. Trial printed in
brown on brown paper ; note lack of engraving over "POSTAL NOTE" and space for amount

of the note above Liberty vignette. ( Photo : Boutrelle )

Plate 15. The Second Issue note, obverse, ready to be issued. Note dollar coupons. 	 (Photo Atsuhiko Tsunoda i

Plate 16. Reverse of the Second Issue note, as prepared for issue. (Photo : U. S. Postal Service)
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Plate 17. The Second Issue postal note, as issued. Sold at the Plainfield, N. J. money
order office, payable at the Washington, D. C. office.
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Plate 18. The new Homer Lee reverse, designed for the Second Issue note.

rather than obverse, of the note. The notes were still
sold for 3c, still issued only for amounts less than $5.00.

All issues of postal notes are printed on watermarked
paper, the watermark being in all cases similar to that
shown in Plate 19. The actual size of this watermark
is approximately 105 mm. by 35 mm. The only postal
note printed not carrying this watermark is the experi-
mental trial design (Plate 14) mentioned earlier. This
proof, printed in brown on brown paper, has a water-
mark of an anchor with "SAFETY" above and "PAT-
ENTED" below, and "N" at left, "P" at right. The
letters of the words are framed within curved lines.

The usual stamped cancellation of the issuing office
is like that shown in Plate 18. The name of the issuing
office, the date, and "M.O.B." (Money Order Business)
all can usually be found within the round stamp. An
interesting variation on this stamp is seen on the un-
severed page of Second Issue notes in Plate 20. This
page, which is part of a collection of postal notes in the
Chase Manhattan Money Museum, bears octagonal can-

cellations, the only variation from the norm this author
has seen.

Dates of Usage
Excepting Sept. 3, 1883, there were no first days of

issue on subsequent issues of postal notes, as they were
issued to postmasters on requisition after the remainder
of the older type notes were used up. A notice from the
Superintendent of the Money Order System dated April
25, 1884, specified that the numbering of the Second Issue
notes would be a continuation of the numbering on the
previous First Issue notes, and these new notes would be
furnished after "the present supply of each office shall
have been sufficiently exhausted." It is believed that the
Second Issue notes were not officially released by the
POD for use in the money order offices until June 3,
1884. Since some money order offices used up their stock
of postal notes more quickly than others, some First
Issue postal notes were issued later than some Second
Issue notes, and we have a case in which the older type
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Plate 19. Simulation of watermark used on all postal notes of the
First Series (1883-1894) of U. S. postal notes. Actual size : 35 by

105 mm.

Plate 20. Page of Second Issue notes, as issued. Notice octagonal
stamps.

of note may have a later date on it than on the newer
type of note. The First Issue note shown in Plate 11
has a date of Jan. 1885 punched for it at left, while
Plate 17 illustrates a Second Issue note dated Nov. 1884.
This confusing situation plagues all the different issues
of postal notes, and is the reason that, up until now,
the official dates of issuance of the various types of
postal notes were largely unknown to collectors.

NEW LEGISLATION: A THIRD ISSUE

THE Second Issue note adequately solved some of
pressing problems needing solutions with respect to

  the security and simplicity of the postal note. Yet,
certain difficulties regarding the utility of the note and
the need for its equal distribution to all who needed it
caused the POD to reconsider the role of the postal note,
eventually resulting in further legislation rendering it
more fluid and available.

Establishment of Postal Note Offices

On Feb. 23, 1886, Mr. Jones of Texas, member of the
Committee on Post Offices and Post Roads, reported a
bill, H.R. 5878, to amend the laws governing postal notes.
This bill, presented to Congress on July 19, 1886, em-
powered the Postmaster General to make the postal note
payable at any money order office, where formerly the
note could be paid only at the office designated on the
face of the note or the office at which the note was issued.

Secondly, this bill also granted the Postmaster General
power to establish "Postal Note Offices." This provision
extends to "post offices situated in the smaller towns and
villages where, for lack of post-office capital, a general
money-order business cannot be maintained, a medium of
exchange greatly needed, and in many localities urgently
demanded. Sparsely settled communities where there are
no banks will thus be supplied with a convenient means
of remitting small sums to business centers." It cannot
be disputed from this clear definition of the intended
function of the postal notes that it was a legal medium
of exchange, necessary to fill the gap left between the
demise of the fractional currency and the regular cir-
culating paper money of one dollar or more. These small
postal note offices were to be allowed to issue, but not
pay, postal notes. Under this legislation, the notes were
payable at all money order offices, but none of the postal
note offices.

On January 3, 1887, Congress empowered the Post-
master General to establish guidelines for the issuance,
circulation and payment of postal notes as proposed under
this act. Immediately, 197 new postal note offices opened,
and the number of these new offices would geatly increase
within the next year, since a "recently executed contract"
had made arrangements for supplying these offices with
hooks containing 300, 200 or 100 pages, rather than the
500 page books of postal notes. This improvement allowed
these minor offices to issue postal notes without the
need of "heavy bonds" to cover the postmasters' liability
in case of loss, theft, or what-may-come of the postal
notes in their possession.

Table A shows the numbers of money order and postal
note offices that were in operation from 1882 to 1894. In
1883, there were 5,927 money order offices issuing postal
notes. By 1894, this number reached 19,264. During the
fiscal year of 1887 (June 30, 1887 to June 30, 1888), 229
postal note offices were opened, able to issue but not
pay postal notes. By 1894, some 723 of these offices
were functioning. For one reason or another, some post
offices discontinued their money order business, as is
indicated in the second column. Most postal note offices
listed as "closed" in this table simply grew large enough
to become full money order offices and thus were no
longer listed as "postal note offices."

Technical Difficulties

The new postal note legislation brought with it new
technical difficulties for the Second Issue postal Note.
The note as issued instructed the purchaser that it was
payable only at the office designated on the face of the
note, as in Plate 17. This particular note was issued at
Plainfield, N. J., and is designated payable only at
Washington, D. C. The new legislation allowed this
note to be paid at ally money order office. As a result
of this conflict, all money order offices were authorized
by the postmaster to write or stamp "any money order
office" into the space formerly used to designate a specific
office, so that the note now read: "The Postmaster at
ANY MONEY ORDER OFFICE will pay to Bearer. . . ."
An example of such a note is shown in Plate 21.

A second discrepancy between the Second Issue note
and the law, as newly instituted, now also appeared on
the reverse on the note (Plate 18), The instructions
on the reverse of the note state that if the note is
rendered invalid by its age, the holder "MUST DELIVER
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Plate 21. Obverse of Second Issue note, with ANY MONEY ORDER OFFICE" rubber-
stamped in place of a designated office of payment.

TABLE A: MONEY-ORDER AND POSTAL NOTE OFFICES IN
OPERATION AND OFFICES DISCONTINUED AS SUCH, 1882-1894:

* Estimated.

IT TO THE POSTMASTER AT THE PAYING OR AT
THE ISSUING OFFICE. . . ." This was now totally
inaccurate. If the note had been sold at a postal note
office, it could not be paid or repaid there under any
circumstances. However, the note could be paid at any
money order office, not just the paying (or in some cases
also the issuing) office. There was no way for the POD
to correct the instructions on the reverse of this note
in any makeshift fashion. Clearly a new, reworded postal
note was necessary.

As the Homer Lee Co. still had the contract for
production of the note (a four-year contract effective on
Sept. 3, 1883 meant that their contract expired as of
Sept. 3, 1887), they set to work to rearrange the Second
Issue note, to make it conform to the letter of the law.
Their work can best be described as a stopgap effort.
A few trial runs of notes that might be described as
hybrid trial specimens, some printed in orange, some
in blue, were made, as the note shown in Plate 22.
Printed with no reverse, these differed from the Second
Issue obverse only in that "ANY MONEY ORDER
OFFICE" was engraved into the plate, in the space
formerly left blank for the designation of a specific pay-
ing office. These trial specimens, curiously, did not reflect
all of the modifications finally executed for the note
issued to replace the Second Issue postal note.

A Previously Unknown Note

Plates 23 and 24 illustrate the Third Issue postal note.
The exact date when these notes were completed and

introduced to the money order and postal note offices is
not known but for practical purposes we will consider
the date to be Jan. 3, 1887, the date of enactment of the
new legislation. The obverse of the Third Issue note
differs from the trial specimen (and from the Second
Issue) in the instructions located at the bottom of the
note. In the Second Issue these instructions read : "This
Note is also payable at office of issue within the same
period. If lost or destroyed no duplicate can be issued."
The new note omitted the first sentence and simply read:
"If lost or destroyed no duplicate can be issued." On
the reverse, the instructions were changed to read that
the holder : "MUST DELIVER IT TO THE POST-
MASTER AT ANY MONEY ORDER OFFICE" (au-
thor's emphasis). That this was a hack job is clearly
noticeable in this instruction change: The engraver cut
into the right circle in order to make the lettering fit,
and the size of the lettering is clearly larger.

This Third Issue note was previously unknown to col-
lectors, and is here listed in an article for the first time.
Only two specimens of this issue are known to the author,
both of which went previously unnoticed as a separate
and distinct type.

ABN CO.: THE FOURTH ISSUE

HE Homer Lee contract for the engraving and print-
ing of postal notes concluded on Sept. 3, 1887.
During the summer of '87, bids were solicited from

companies interested in handling the business. The fol-
lowing establishments submitted their bids for supplying
books, blanks and engraved materials : Dunlap Si Clarke,
of Philadelphia ; Weed, Parsons and Co., of Albany,
N.Y.; American Bank Note Co., of New York ; Wynkoop,
Hallenbeck and Co., of New York City; Avil Printing
Co. of Philadelphia ; and Henry Goodman of La Porte,
Indiana. The contract was awarded to the American Bank
Note Company, the lowest bidder. Homer Lee was con-
spicuously absent from the bidding.

The contract, considered to be "exceedingly advanta-
geous to the (Post Office) Department," was to again last
for four years. A chart (Table B), from the Annual
Report of the Postmaster General for 1887, indicates
the amount of money the Department expected to save
on the cost of books of postal notes. This, together with
the favorable bid on the engraving and printing of the
note, cause the POD to expect to save some $21,955 per
annum.
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Plate 22. Trial hybrid proof of modifications to be made in the Second Issue note for the
Third. No reverse printing. tCourtesy of Gilbert L. Peakes)

Plate 23. The obverse of the Third Issue postal note, as issued. (Photo : Boutrellei
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Plate 24. Reverse of Third Issue note, as issued.
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TABLE B: COST AND COMPARISON CHART OF PRICES FOR
POSTAL NOTES AND BLANKS:

	

Books Used
	

Price Per Price Per

	

Postal Notes Per Year 	 Book 1883-7 Book 1887-91
500 form book 8,622
300 form book 2,085
200 form book 6,432
100 form book 8,273

improvements and modifications, it still suffered from
difficulties in its issuance and its acceptance by the public.
Plate 28 illustrates the fact that as long as human beings
had to issue the postal note mistakes would be made.
This note, though issued for the amount of lc, has a
dollar coupon still attached to it. Whether the postmaster
was ignorant of the correct rule for issuing the note or
simply left the coupon attached by accident is something

	Equals 14,000 $1.58
	

$1.10
	

Amounting to

	

Books of 500 none 	 $0.70
	

A savings of
Forms each

	
none
	

50.45
	

86,372

	

none
	

$0.25

Plate 25. A specimen sheet of Fourth Issue postal notes, a product of American Bank
Note Company.

In 1887, Thomas F. Morris, later to become a designer
with Homer Lee and then the Bureau of Engraving
and Printing, was employed with American. His diary,
in which at this time he listed only the designs on which
he worked overtime, show that he was busy designing
(or rather, re-designing) the postal note for ABNCo, the
Fourth Issue postal note, between July 3 and July 15,
1887. The design, shown in Plate 25 as a proof impres-
sion printed on only one side of the paper, is similar to
the Third Issue of Homer Lee, but the style is entirely
new. Liberty, though retaining her helmet, received a
complete face-lifting, with much esthetic improvement.
The overall lines of the notes are more crisp, clean and
strong.

The Fourth Issue note was officially placed into ser-
vice on Sept. 3, 1887. The obverse and reverse of the
note, as issued, appear in Plates 26 and 27. Like the
obverse, the reverse is also much cleaner in style, a
shield now used as the centerpiece, with a wheel on each
side.

Deficiencies Still Apparent

The U. S. postal note had come a long way to be what
it embodied in the American note. Despite its many

we shall probably never know. At any rate, it must have
been a bad day for him; in writing the date he put in
the wrong year, noticed his error and corrected it.

Another problem plaguing the note was the punching
of the dimes and cents column at right. Postmasters
often either punched the wrong denomination or else
forgot to punch out the amount altogether. Also, the
conductor's punch sometimes proved defective, so that,
while the holes were punched in the note, the superfluous
paper remained, and could be carefully replaced in the
original positions and the note re-punched for another,
higher amount. Breaches such as these in the security of
the postal note caused officials much irritation.

Furthermore, efforts by the Post Office to satisfy the
demand for a cheap, convenient method of sending money
through the mail seemed to be slowly losing ground.
During 1888, four formal petitions were submitted to
Congress by private and public parties concerning the
postal note. These were submitted by the Algona Grange
of Iowa, a Mr. A. C. Stoddard, the State Board of
Agriculture of New Jersey, and the Greenwood Grange
of Pennsylvania. Two of these petitions called for the
abolition of the postal note, while two requested a reissue
of fractional currency in place of the postal note. These
petitions ominously forewarned of the brooding discon-
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Plate 26. The obverse of the Fourth Issue note, filled out and issued.

Plate 27. Reverse of the Fourth Issue note, as issued.

Plate 28. Error nate, Fourth Issue. Dollar coupon mistakenly attached at left, year of
issue corrected. (Photo: William R. Devine)
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tent slowly growing about the note, both by private parties 	 legislation to alter, and no changes were made in its
and certain Post Office officials. 	 design, unlike Homer Lee's postal note.

The Fourth Issue note ran its four years with little
trouble in its design that would not require Congressional (To be continued)

Geographical Letters on National Bank Notes
By Charles C. Colver

Third chapterchapter notes from Lordsburg and later La Verne, Cal. showing
types with overprint "P" and without.

C OLLECTORS of National Bank
Notes are familar with t h e
prominent geographical letters

overprinted on the face of most large-
size notes. The purpose of these
letters is commonly known as quoted
from Friedberg:
"In the later periods of National
Bank history, many thousands of
notes were daily being presented to
the Treasury Department for redemp-
tion. The sorting of these notes was
complicated and time consuming and
in order to increase sorting efficiency,
a so-called geographical letter was
printed on notes issued from about
1902 to 1924. These letters, which
indicated the geographical region of
the issuing bank, were printed in
large capital type twice on the face
of each note, in both cases near the
charter number and in the same
ink as the charter number. The
letters used and the various regions
are as follows; N for New England;
E for East; S for South; M for Mid-
West; W for West; and P for Pacific
region."

However, often a question arises
regarding the letter used for any
specific state. Some states obviously
would fit into only one geographical
bracket, but many are questionable.
How the Treasury Department deter-
mined what letters to use is unclear,
but the following listing of each area
should be helpful to collectors.

"N" (6)

Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
Rhode Island
Vermont

"E" (6)

Delaware
Washington, D.C.
Maryland
New Jersey
New York
Pennsylvania

"S" (14)

Alabama
Arkansas
Florida
Georgia
Kentucky
Louisiana
Mississippi
North Carolina
Puerto Rico
South Carolina
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
West Virginia

‘, 171,1,, (8)

Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Ohio
Wisconsin

" Try (9)

Colorado
Kansas
Montana
Nebraska
New Mexico
North Dakota
Oklahoma
South Dakota
Wyoming

"Fp, (9)

Alaska
Arizona
California
Hawaii
Idaho
Nevada
Oregon
Utah
Washington
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